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Warranty information
Each West Systems instrument is warranted by West Systems Srl to be free from defects in
material and workmanship under normal operating conditions; however, West Systems's
sole obligation under this warranty shall be to repair or replace any part of the instrument
which West Systems 's examination discloses to have been defective in material or
workmanship without charge and only under the following conditions, which are:
1.
The defects are called to the attention of West Systems in writing within one year
after the shipping date of the instrument.
2.
The instrument has not been maintained, repaired or altered by anyone who was not
approved by West Systems.
3.
The instrument was used in the normal, proper, and ordinary manner and has not
been abused, altered, misused, neglected, involved in an accident or damaged by act of God
or other casualty.
4.
The purchaser, whether it is a distributor or direct customer of West Systems or a
distributor's customer, packs and ships or delivers the instrument to West Systems (at West
Systems 's main office in Pontedera (PI) Italy, within 30 days after West Systems has
received written notice of the defect. Unless other arrangements have been made in writing,
transportation to West Systems is at customer expense.
5.
No-charge repair parts may be sent at West Systems 's sole discretion to the
purchase for installation by purchaser.
6.
West Systems 's liability is limited to repair or replace any part of the instrument
without charge if West Systems 's examination disclosed that part to have been defective in
material or workmanship.
7.
Before returning an instrument for repair, the Customer must obtain a Return Goods
Authorization (RGA), writing to support@westsystems.com and providing information about
part number, serial number and description of the issue. Instructions on packaging and
shipping will be e-mailed back to the Customer. The company-issued RGA number must be
displayed on the return package.
The laws of some locations may not allow the exclusion or limitation on implied warranties or
on incidental or consequential damages, so the limitations here in may not apply directly.
This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may already have other rights which
vary from location to location. All warranties that apply, whether included by this contract or
by law, are limited to the time period of this warranty which is a twelve-month period
commencing from the date the instrument is shipped to the customer.

If your equipment requires maintenance in Italy
Before shipping the instrument back to Italy, remember:
- When you ask your shipping agent to send the instrument to Italy check that on the Air
Waybill the Airport of destination is Pisa. Any other airport of destination creates a lot of
problems in delivering the items (delay, costs, custom problems, etc).
!- Check that the Company your shipping agent chooses lands in Galileo Galilei Airport in
Pisa. If not, ask your shipping agent to change the Company or send the items by DHL or
UPS or FedEx
- Mark each item with a serial number, if not already present, and write this number on the
document (proforma or original invoice or item list) where you list the parts you are sending
back to Italy.
- Specify a correct value of the parts you are sending back in the documents mentioned
above.
Pay attention to these rules because Custom law in Italy is very complicated and probably
different from your Country.
If you follow these suggestions everything will be easier for you and for us.
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1.1

Accumulation chambers
Accumulation chamber type SCOUT
Sensors
GMP343 CO2 Detector s/n
Soil temperature and
moisture probe
Pocket PC
Pocket PC s/n
Accessories
Flux meter handbook
Flux meter software CD
Battery charger
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Battery pack
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1.2

Safety information
Carbon dioxide is a toxic gas.
Carbon dioxide is colorless, odorless, tastless and is heavier than air. Air
concentration higher than 5000 ppm can cause dizziness, shortness of breath,
rapid pulse. Higher concentrations of carbon dioxide can be lethal.

!

Diffuse carbon dioxide fluxes are normally related to anomalous carbon
dioxide air concentration. The user must verify the safety conditions before
entering dangerous areas.
The Fluxmeter described in this manual is designed to measure diffuse emission
of soil gases and CANNOT be used for different purposes.

WEST Systems
WEST Systems
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The instrument and the electronic accessories are NOT designed to
work in explosion risk areas.
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Quick start guide
Transport position
The SCOUT fluxmeter can be closed for easier transport operations.
To start using the fluxmeter:
- Loosen the two knobs and rotate the chamber handle in the upper position.
- Once rotated, tighten the knobs in order to block the handle.
- Remove the chamber cap. The palmtop is stored inside the palmtop bag.

Opening knob

Working position

WEST Systems

Cap
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Quick start guide
Battery charge
Perform a full-charge before the first use of the fluxmeter.
1) Open the SCOUT fluxmeter case and unplug the battery cable from the
BATTERY socket. You need to unscrew the connector.
2) Connect the battery cable to the battery charger.
3) Connect the battery charger to a 100-230 VAC socket.
4) Charge until LED is green. Detailed charger instructions on chapter 5.
5) Disconnect the charger and plug the battery back to the BATTERY socket.
Press the connector and screw, repeating if necessary until the connector is
fully inserted.

Battery socket

Battery

WEST Systems
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Pump
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Quick start guide
Preliminary check
1) The INLET of the CO2 detector is protected by a PTFE filter, diameter 25
mm diameter, pore size 0.20 micron (Cole-Parmer code 02915-20 or
equivalent).
The PTFE membrane filters are permeable to gases and water vapour and not
permeable to liquid water and dust particles. The use of the filters protects the
gas detectors and the other pneumatic parts.
Before every use, check that the filter is correctly placed and that there are
no traces of dirt. Replace if necessary.

If you are not certain about the flow direction, replace the filter with
a clean one.
2) Open the SCOUT case and check the connection of the tubing to the INLET
and OUTLET of the pump.
The sampling path is configured as following:
Filter
Chamber

CO 2 Analyzer

Pump

Porous tube

Tygon tube
CO 2 analyzer

to the pump

OUTLET:
Porous tube

INLET: Filter

WEST Systems

!

Note: if you need to remove a used filter for maintenance operation,
then reinstall it using the same flow directions that was previously
used.
Reinstalling with the opposite direction would recall the dust
previously filtered into the detector and pump.
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Quick start guide
Powering ON
Press and hold for about one second the On/Off button on the external
connection panel. The LED on the button will become RED immediately,
hold the button until the LED becomes GREEN.
While the LED is green. the SCOUT fluxmeter is ON.
On/Off button

Note (1): the SCOUT fluxmeter will automatically shutdown after one hour if
not under the control of FluxManager software.

Pump
The pump is managed by the instrument and is turned off until you begin a
measurement with FluxManager.

!

In order to maximize battery life:
- Charge the battery after every use.
- Never store the battery with low charge.
- If you’re not using the fluxmeter for a long time, periodically
perform a charge cycle (every two months).

WEST Systems

WEST Systems

Note (2): When the battery voltage is less than 12V (low charge), the LED
starts to blink red and green, and the buzzer starts emitting an alarm.
When the battery voltage is less that 11V, the SCOUT fluxmeter shutdown
automatically, in order not to let the battery discharge excessively and
therefore not to damage the battery capacity.
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Quick start guide
PalmTop
Turn on the palmtop. Once started, press Start and then FluxManager.
The palmtop comes from the fabric already paired to the fluxmeter Bluetooth so
the FluxManager software will automatically connect to the SCOUT meter and
will show the connected sensors:
Carbon dioxide [ppm]
Range: 0 ... 20000 ppm
The parameter is measured by the NDIR detector Vaisala GMP343
Air temperature [°C]
Range: -40 ... 60 °C
The parameter is measured by GMP343 built-in Pt100 probe; it is used
also for Co2 temperature compensation.
Battery Voltage [V]
Range: 10 ... 18 V
The parameter is used to monitor the fluxmeter battery residual
capacity.
Barometric pressure [mBar]
Range: 500 ... 1100 mBar
The parameter is measured by the fluxmeter built-in barometer.
The systems is now ready to perform soil flux measurements.
Before starting:
- Check that the four sensors are present. If not, please see chapter 7
Troubleshooting.
- Check that the GPS icon is present; if not, FluxManager did not recognize the
palmtop GPS receive so it won’t geotag the measurement files.
Do not worry if the icon is grayed: it will turn blue or orange as soon as the
palmtop acquires a GPS fix.

Check the PDA clock
synchronization

Check the presence
of the four sensors

WEST Systems

Check the GPS icon
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Quick start guide
Powering Off
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Press the On/Off button on the connection panel.
The LED on the button will become RED immediately, hold the button until the
LED is off.

Software FluxManager
How to use the FluxManager software
Start
Today
Calendar
Contacts
Inbox
Internet ex
FluxManager
Notes

!

The instrument must be ON and paired
with the palmtop Bluetooth (see Appendix
P).

!
!
!

Turn on the PDA.
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2.1

Click on Windows Mobile Start button.
Click on FluxManager , in a couple of
seconds the main screen will appear.
If the FluxManager icon is not present
under the Start menu, proceed with the
installation of the software (see Appendix
P).

File Tracks Tools Help
CO2: 453.2 ppm

Status label
Once started, the software loads the last instrument
configuration and check its validity. Then
FluxManager will show the current concentration
reading of the first gas detector.

File Tracks Tools Help

FluxManager maintains a dynamic sensor list. If one or
more sensors in the list does not respond, FluxManager
starts a scan of alle the 32 possible addresses and update
the sensor list. The same operation can be forced through
the menu Tools - Rescan.

CO2: 453.2 ppm

Status label

Tracks menu

File Tracks Tools Help
Blue CO2
CO2: 453.2 ppm
Red H2S

!

To change the active detector select the desired
one from the Tracks menu.
A "check" highlights the active track.

WEST Systems

WEST Systems

Now FluxManager is showing the current CO2
reading
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Software FluxManager
File Tracks Tools Help
H2S: 22.2 ppm

Status label
Now Flux Manager is showing the current H2S
reading

File Tracks Tools Help
H2S: 22.2 ppm

Starting the measurement
To start the recording of flux curves press the start
button:
FluxManager will switch on the pump and will start
plotting the flux curves.

Before starting a valid flux measurement, let the CO2 detector warm-up for about 10
minutes after you powered on the fluxmeter.

Target gas name
File Tracks Tools Help
11:05
H2S: 3.4 ppm, 75 s
Slope:0.036 ppm/s , r 0.987
40.0

Target gas current reading and elapsed time.
Target gas flux and regression quality factor
CO2 (blue) Flux curve

Regression left and right limits marker
20.3

100 s

Time scale

While measuring, FluxManager shows the flux curves of sensors with ‘trace’ active
(see menu Tools - Devices). The concentration scale maximum and minimum values,
as well as the flux and regression quality factor, refer to the selected target gas.
Changing the selected gas does NOT affect the recording or the flux computation, but
simply changes which information is shown. To facilitate the individuation of tracks
the Target Gas Name label has the same color of the track.
To change the active detector select the desired one from the Track menu.
Please note that the track color change is related with the detector ID order ,
then the H2S track color can be blue or red or another color, depending on the
instrument configuration.

WEST Systems

WEST Systems

H2S (red) Flux Curve

2.3

File Tracks Tools Help
11:05
H2S:
3.4 ppm, 75 s
Slope:0.036 ppm/s , r 0.987
40.0
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Software FluxManager
While recording, FluxManager shows the plot of target
gas concentration vs. time, the plot is updated every
second. Two labels indicate the minimum and maximum
of the Y axis (concentration).

Y axis maximum scale value (ppm)
Y axis minimum scale value (ppm)

20.3

100 s

File Tracks Tools Help
11:05
H2S:
3.4 ppm, 75 s
Slope:0.036 ppm/s , r 0.987
40.0

The first touch on the screen will place the left cursor, the
second will place the right one. Once both cursors are
placed and there are points between the two, the flux (or
the slope, if the ACK has not been set) and the regression
quality factor information is shown on the screen, and
they refer to the selected target gas.
The flux is computed making a linear fit of the curve in the
interval between the "left" and the "right" limit. The
values outside the left and right limits are just ignored
when computing the flux.
The selection of the flux curve interval where to compute
the flux is critical and a wrong selection can cause an
error on the estimation of the flux. In the following pages
some examples of the correct interval selection are
shown.

Left limit marker
Right limit marker

100 s

WEST Systems

File Tracks Tools Help
H2S:

3.4 ppm, 75 s

11:05

Initial position

Slope:0.036 ppm/s , r 0.987
40.0

Dragging
Final position

20.3

100 s

To move the left marker touch the screen close to the left limit marker and drag it as
shown in the drawing.
The software will move the closest limit, and it is easier to select the limit to move by
touching the screen outside the interval defined by the two limits, for example if you
want to move the right limit you have to touch the screen in the right part of the
screen, outside the interval, to be sure to select the right marker.

WEST Systems

20.3

To change the interval, move the left and right limits to
the desired position. To move the limit you have to touch
the screen close to the limit you want to move and drag it
to the correct position.
The software will move the limit that's closest to the point
you touch on the screen. (See the next example)
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Software FluxManager
File Tracks Tools Help
11:05
H2S:
3.4 ppm, 75 s
Slope:0.036 ppm/s , r 0.987
40.0

20.3

100 s

Once having selected the interval FluxManager will compute the regression and the
results will be shown as text and as drawing of the best fit line.

File Tracks Tools Help
11:05
H2S:
3.4 ppm, 75 s
Slope:0.036 ppm/s , r 0.987
40.0

Plot of the flux-curve and of the linear best fit

20.3

100 s

Each flux curve (H2S, CO2) has a distinct regression
interval, then after the computation of the regression of
one flux curve you have to select, using the {Track}
menu, the other
gas flux curve and select the
appriopriate regression interval.

File Tracks Tools Help
11:05
H2S:
3.4 ppm, 75 s
Slope:0.036 ppm/s , r 0.987

Flux and regression quality factor

40.0

20.3

100 s

File Tracks Tools Help
H2S:
3.4 ppm, 75 s
Slope:0.036 ppm/s , r 0.987
40.0

Normally a flux measurement requires from 90 up to 240
seconds. This depends on the measured flux.
Only while measuring low H2S fluxes a longer period is
necessary.

To stop the flux measurement press the Round circle
shaped
The pump will not stop immediately: see "pump off
delay" parameter in Settings.
20.3

!

100 s

For a more detailed description of the flux results, the accumulation
chamber calibration and the flux measurement units please refer to
paragraph 4 of this handbook.

WEST Systems
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The results of the flux measurement are given, as slope,
in ppm/s (ppm per second) or as flux, in m/sm/day
(moles per square meter per day, if the ACK factor has
been set). The matter is investigated in detail in chapter
4.

Software FluxManager
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Target gas flux and regression quality factor

File Tracks Tools Help
11:05
H2S:
3.4 ppm, 75 s
Flux:0.036 ppm/s , r 0.987
40.0

The selected target gas is shown on this label.
H2S Flux Curve

20.3

100 s

Once having selected the desired interval where to
compute the flux for the target gas, H2S in this example,
the operator has to select the second target gas from the
Data menu.

File Tracks Tools Help
11:05
H2S: Blue
3.4CO2
ppm, 75 s
Flux:0.036
ppm/s , r 0.987
Red H2S
40.0

The display will show the CO2 information, then the
operator has to select the interval range where to
compute the CO2 flux.
Once having computed the flux for both gases, it will be
possible to save the data on the PalmTop memory.
20.3

100 s

File Tracks Tools Help
11:05
CO2:
Connect
1440 ppm
Flux:3.6 ppm/s , r 0.987
Save
40.0
Exit

100 s

File Tracks Tools Help
Site
Point

Elevation

Latitude
Longitude
Temperature °C
Pressure mBar
Accumulation Chamber

A

Site
Note
Date 01/01/07
Next>

12:12:34
Cancel

After selecting the [File][Save] menu an information
summary form appears.
It will be possible to store some user information such as:
!
Site name
!
Sampling point #
!
Elevation
!
Latitude
!
Longitude
!
User note
!
Air temperature
!
Barometric pressure
!
Chamber that has been used

WEST Systems

WEST Systems

20.3

Software FluxManager
The following fields should be automatically filled:
- Latitude, longiture, elevation: FluxManager acquires
position data from the palmtop GPS receiver.
- Air temperature: acquired from the Vaisala GMP343.
- Barometric pressure: acquired from the barometric
pressure sensor integrated in the SCOUT fluxmeter case.
- Date: acquired from the palmtop clock.

File Tracks Tools Help
Site
Point

Elevation

Latitude
Longitude
Temperature °C
Pressure mBar
Accumulation Chamber

A

Site
Note
Date 01/01/07
Next>

Site: Is the sampling site, for instance "Etna volcano" or "Taiwan-EOF";
Point: is a numerical field that allows you to identify every point on your map.
This field will be automatically increased by the software;
Note: even though it is intended as a numerical field, you can enter also letter. In
this case FluxManager will not automatically increase on next measurement;
Elev: Point elevation in meters or feet;
Lat: Geographical latitude in degrees, for example: "21.12345"';
Long: Geographical longitude in degrees, for example: "-12.12433";
Note: User notes, feel free to insert any note here; For example: "strong wind",
"grass", "near well P1"; this kind of information could be useful in
postprocessing when revisioning the accumulation curves;
Press: Barometric pressure
Temp: Air temperature.
Acc.Chamber: Select the accumulation chamber you’re using: Type A, B, C or
C-floating. With the SCOUT fluxmeter, you always need to select chamber B.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!

WEST Systems

12:12:34
Cancel

Even though such fields are automatically filled, it is
always possible to replace the values. For example:
- If you have in the field a barometric sensor, temperature
sensor or GPS which are more accurate than the
fluxmeter sensors or palmtop GPS;
- If you notice the clock of the palmtop is wrong.

File Tracks Tools Help
Site
Point

Elevation

Latitude
Longitude
Temperature °C
Pressure mBar
Accumulation Chamber

A

Site
Note
Date 01/01/07
Next>

12:12:34
Cancel

Once having entered the user information press the
NEXT> button to proceed, please note that Site and
Point information are considered mandatory and must be
entered.
Pressing the Cancel button will abort the saving
operation. You can edit the regression limits and press
Save again.

WEST Systems
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Software FluxManager
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File Tracks Tools Help
CO2 Slope ppm/sec: 12.456 ErrQ: 0.9987
H2S Slope ppm/sec: 1.3456 ErrQ: 0.9873

Enter the filename to be used

Now you can modify the default filename, if desidered.
The Default filename is composed using the SITE
information, followed by the POINT number and then
Date/time info.
We suggest not to modify the file name.

Pisa_3_02012007_123434
Save

Cancel

Pressing the Cancel button will abort the saving
operation.

Pressing SAVE at this point, FluxManager will write two text files, with the same
filename and the same content:
- On the palmtop flash memory: \\My Documents\FluxManagerFiles
- On the microSD (if present): \\Storage card\BACKUP_FluxManagerFiles.
Now, after you have saved the last measurement, the FluxManager will wait for you to
press the Start icon to begin a new analysis.

WEST Systems

WEST Systems

!

Obviously the data are the most important thing of your work.
It’s strongly recommend you take note of the measures in your logbook.
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Software FluxManager
Battery status

File Tracks ToolsHelp
11:05
H2S:
FluxManager
3.4About
ppm, 75
s
Flux:0.036 Battery
ppm/s , status
r 0.987

Selecting [Help][About Flux Manager] menu option a
window will appear with software release information and
support contacts.

40.0

20.3

100 s

File Tracks ToolsHelp
11:05
H2S:
FluxManager
3.4About
ppm, 75
s
Flux:0.036 Battery
ppm/s , rstatus
0.987
40.0

20.3

Selecting [Help][Battery Status] menu voice the Power
form will be loaded. This form show the status of the
NiMH 14.4V 4.5 Ah battery that supplies the instrument
and the status of the palmtop battery.

100 s

Initial configuration

Tools menu
File Tracks ToolsHelp
11:05
H2S:
Zero
3.4Set
ppm,
75 s
Flux:0.036 Settings
ppm/s , r 0.987
Devices
40.0
Rescan
Zoom Out

20.3

100 s

Selecting [Tools][Setting] menu
option the settings form will be
loaded.
This form shows some
important information, described in
the detail below:

WEST Systems

WEST Systems

After the installation the sofware has to be configured in order to be able to connect
the fluxmeter. The software communicates with the instrument via a serial RS232
port service over Bluetooth. See appendix P.

Software FluxManager

!

File Tracks Tools Help
Settings
Communication port:
COM1

Mode

Flux

Pum off delay (sec)

25

Unit

1.0

A.C.K.

1.0

GPS Time

!

1.0
Synchronise

Get

!

Cancel

!

!

WEST Systems

!

!

Main comm port: is the number of the
communication port that FluxManager will use to
connect the instrument. The list of the availale
serial ports will be shown when you press the
down arrow of the combo-box. See Appendix P
to get the port to be used.
Secondary comm port: is the number of the
port that FluxManager can use to connect to
auxiliary sensors (e.g. wireless soilbox for soil
temperature and moisture sampling).
Mode: When working with the flux chamber, this
field must be set to: Flux.
Pump off delay: is the period, expressed in
seconds, that the pump remains ON after the
end of the flux measurement. This pumping
period is useful for the cleaning of the tubes and
the sensors cell from the soil gases.
A.C.K.: Is the "constant" of the accumulation
chamber. This factor is used to convert the
results of the measurement from the basic unit
"ppm/sec", to the desired unit, by default, moles
per square meter per day. To enter in deeper
detail please refer to Chapter 4 of this handbook.
GPS TIME: If you don't see this box, your PDA is
not equipped with an integrated GPS, or the GPS
is not well configurated (signal this to
support@westsystems.com). Press Get to
acquire the GPS time. If you have GPS coverage,
you will see the time in the text box, otherwise
"n.a.". The Synchronise button permits to
synchronise the PDA clock from the GPS time.
It's important that the clock of the PDA is correct
since all the measurements points will be tagged
with the PDA date and time.

A wrong setting of the CommPort field value can stop the instrument
from working.
A wrong setting of the A.C.K. can change the instrument response in an
umpredictable way.
After making change press OK to accept the new values or Cancel to
cancel the operation.

File Tracks ToolsHelp
11:05
H2S:
Zero
3.4Set
ppm,
75 s
Flux:0.036 Settings
ppm/s , r 0.987
Devices
40.0
Rescan
Zoom Out

20.3

100 s

Selecting [Tools][Rescan] menu voice FluxManager will
reset the actual sensor configuration and will start to
search the sensors that are connected to the instrument.
Normally this operation is NOT necessary unless the
configuration of instrument is changed. Once the scan of
the sensors is finished the "Devices Form" must be loaded
in order to configure the working configuration:

WEST Systems

OK
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Software FluxManager

To configure the detectors and the
tracks select [Tools][Devices] menu
voice. The Connected devices form
will be loaded. This form show the
list of the detectors and allows the
configuration of tracks and filtering.

File Tracks ToolsHelp
11:05

H2S:
Zero
3.4Set
ppm,
75 s
Flux:0.036 Settings
ppm/s , r 0.987
Devices
40.0
Rescan
Zoom Out

20.3

100 s

File Tracks Tools Help
11:05
Connected devices
05

09

D3

CO2

ppm

20000

F0

H2S West V Trace
20
Filter

ppm

V

The list of detectors contains the following information:
The ID that's is the "Identification" of the
detector: In the example 05 is the ID of the CO2
detector and 09 is the ID of the H2S detector. The
ID is not user editable and each detector must
have a unique ID in the RS485 chain otherwise
FluxManager can't work.
!
The Type of the detector , in the example D3 is
the type assigned to the CO2 and F0 is the H2S
one.
!
The description of detector: CO2 and H2S.
!
The unit used by the detector: ppm.
!
Select the Trace check-box of the detector you
wish to use to measure flux: In this case CO2 and
H2S. Only for debug purpose you can check the
Temp.°C or Press. mBar., if present, in order to
see the variations of barometric pressure or
temperature during the flux measurement. You
can select up to a maximum of 8 tracks.
!
Select Filter check-box to apply a digital low-pass
filter to the track: this feature will reduce the
noise of the detector.

!

Trace
Filter

The filter will smooth the curve
from the noise of the detector that
can affect the curve when the
concentratration increasing is low.
On red the unfiltered curve and on
blue the curve after filtering.

The digital filter is designed to do not affect
the slope of the curve and then to do not
affect the accuracy of the flux
measurement.

Time

WEST Systems

!
Gas concentration

WEST Systems

Low pass digital filter

Software FluxManager
Changing the visualization scale
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File Tracks ToolsHelp
11:05
H2S:
Zero
3.4Set
ppm,
75 s
Flux:0.036 Settings
ppm/s , r 0.987
Devices
40.0
Rescan
Zoom Out

By clicking [Tools][Zoom Out] or [Tools][Zoom In] you
can switch from the default "autoscale" feature of the plot
to the fixed scale visualization: In this case the span of Y
axis will be fixed between 0 and the full scale value of the
target gas.
20.3

100 s

Y Axis scale labels

WEST Systems
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By clicking [File][Minimize] you can minimize the FluxManager windows to access
other application (such as File Explorer, Settings, Camera, etc) without interrupting
the flux measurement.
To get back to FluxManager, press Start and FluxManager.
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Software FluxManager
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Measuring flux
This chapter will explain how to measure the flux and how to interpret the results. Please
refer to chapter 2 to learn about the use of the instrument and the FluxManager software.
To better understand the this chapter a basic theory is explained:
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3.1

Gas concentration

The theorical flux curve is shown in the figure below: The plot represent the variation of
the concentration of the target gas versus time.

Figure 3.1
Time

In the next figure some characteristic areas of the plot are identified

Concentration limit.

Sampling line
cleaning.

C Air
Figure 3.2

Time
Concentration increase ppm/sec

CAir is the target gas air concentration, 380 ppm in the case of carbon dioxide , few ppm in
the case of other gases. CSoil is the target gas concentration in the soil. A very long
recording period is necessary to reach the limit CSoil concentration.
In the first part of the flux curve a "sampling line cleaning" area is highlighted : in this
area the gas pumped from the accumulation chamber is replacing the gas into the pump,
the tubes and the cell detector cell (dead volumes). The cleaning efficiency depends on
the dead volumes and on the pumping flow.
When the target gas concentration becomes close to the soil concentration, the flux
curve slope decreases. Normally the flux curve recording time in not enough to highlight
this effect. The carbon dioxide concentration in the anomalous soils is normally more
than 5%.
The two vertical lines delimit the good flux curve interval where to compute the flux.
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Gas concentration

C Soil

Measuring flux

In order to have a good evaluation of the flux, the
correct interval of the accumulation curve has to be
selected.
A period in the range from two up to four minute of
flux curve record is necessary to obtain a good flux
curve.

Gas concentration
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3.2

a
Figure 3.3

Time

A linear best fit of the flux curve in the interval is computed, in order to evaluate the
coefficient a, using the following formula:

a, the angular coefficient of the linear fit is computed as:

Where x is the time, expressed in second and y is the concentration expressed in ppm.
Each summative function is intended for each point in the flux curve that is within the
selected interval.
The number n is the number of points used for the flux evaluation.
a has the ppm/sec dimension and is the slope of the the linear regression of the flux
curve, and is assumed as the the slope of the flux curve in the selected interval.

The value of ErrQ can vary in the range from 0 up to 1.
Values of ErrQ close to zero (ErrQ < 0.5) means that the regression is not good and that
the computed regression line does not fit the curve.
Values of ErrQ close to one (ErrQ > 0.9) means that the regression is quite good and the
regression line fits the flux curve very well.
Since the points are homogeneously distributed in the time domain, the ErrQ quality
factor is a univocal indicator of the regression quality. Please note that when the slope of
the regression is zero the ErrQ also has to be zero.
Once a (the slope of the flux curve expressed in ppm/sec) is obtained, an additional
calculation will be necessary, taking into account the accumulation chamber shape and
the environmental parameters, to transform the slope into a flux evaluation. This matter
is described in detail in the chapter 4.
The complete theory of the accumulation chamber method will be not discussed in this
handbook and can be found in the papers listed in the Appendix C.
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ErrQ, the linear regression quality factor is computed as:

3.3
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Measuring flux
The measurement

File Tracks Tools Help
CH4
2500 ppm

4.8 ppm, 85 s

Run FluxManager and start the measurement. As written
in chapter 2 please let the detectors warm up before
starting a measurement. Having pressed the start button
the plot of the concentration of the target gas(es) is
shown in the display.

File Tracks
Tools Help
Palm flux

WEST Systems

200 ppm

100

The chamber was placed onto the soil.

Now place the accumulation chamber in the desired
point, checking the perfect sealing of the chamber with
the soil.

File Tracks
Tools Help
Palm flux

11:05
CH4
4.8 ppm, 85 s
2500 ppm
Flux:50.6 ppm/s , r 0.999

The chamber was removed from the soil.

The lenght of the flux curve recording is normally in the
interval 90-240 seconds. Only when measuring very low
flux, a 300-360 second measurement could be
necessary.
200 ppm

100

WEST Systems

11:05
CH4
4.8 ppm, 85 s
2500 ppm
Flux:50.6 ppm/s , r 0.999
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Measuring flux
CH4
4.8 ppm, 85 s
2500 ppm
Flux:50.6 ppm/s , r 0.999

The "perfect" curve

In the figure on the left the display of palmtop during a
flux mesurement is shown.
The shape of the curve is quite perfect and the
computation of the flux is done with a very good
accuracy: r2 (regression quality factor) very close to 1.

In the following figures some examples of strange shape flux curves:
CH4
4.8 ppm, 85 s
2500 ppm
Flux:32.6 ppm/s , r 0.815

Air contamination

The flux curve is no longer "linear", the linear best
fit curve do not fit exactly the flux curve as pointed
out by the regression quality factor (0.815 in the
example). This effect is probably due to
atmospheric air contamination.

200 ppm

100

CH4
4.8 ppm, 85 s
2500 ppm
Flux:32.6 ppm/s , r 0.815

If you obtain this kind of curve check the sealing of
the accumulation chamber with the soil or check
that tubes, filters and pump are intact.

Gas stratification
This shape of curve indicates that the concentration
of the target in air, close to the soil, is very high.
This stratification is quite common in case of very
high flux combined with a very stable atmosphere.

200 ppm

100

You can use the measurement choosing the second
part of the curve for regression computation.

CH4
4.8 ppm, 85 s
2500 ppm
Flux:32.6 ppm/s , r 0.815

Selecting the second part of the curve the line fits
the flux curve very well and the regression quality
factor become 0.999.

200 ppm

100
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In this case clean the gas line making a measure in
air, one meter above the soil surface, and
afterwards repeat the flux measurement.

Measuring flux
C02
2500 ppm
Flux:0.6 ppm/s , r 0.925

200 ppm

Low fluxes

PAGE

3.5

This type of curve is normal when the flux is low
and the "noise" of the detector is comparable
with the increase of concentration. This effect is
bigger for the methane sensor and is minimum
for the carbon dioxide one.

100

Very low fluxes

C02
280 ppm
Flux:0.06 ppm/s , r 0.8

Of course the noise disturbation increases when
the flux is very low.

100

C02
2500 ppm
Flux:0.006 ppm/s , r 0.04

No flux
The curve is flat and the increase of the gas
concentration is very low.

WEST Systems

!
!
!
200 ppm

Is the pump working?
Are the tubes correctly connected?

100

C02
19600 ppm, 85 s
2500 ppm
Flux:500 ppm/s , r 0.925

200 ppm

There is no flux.

100

Very high flux
The first part of the curve is not linear. The
problem is due to the combined effect of the high
flux and the sampling line cleaning. To avoid this
increase the flux curve record time until the
concentration of gas reachs the full scale value
and select the last part of the curve for the flux
computation.

This effect is due to the
cleaning of the sampling
line dead volumes

WEST Systems

200 ppm
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Measuring flux
Fluxmeter calibration check
The calibration of the fluxmeter is tested in the West Systems laboratory using
the procedure briefly described below.
Sketch of calibration device

RS 245-6089

Calibration table
5

3

7

5
7
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1

1
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9.0

Mass flow controller

100% carbon dioxide (or target gas)
cylinder and pressure reducing valve

Co2 fluxes from soil are simulated by injecting a known flow of gas into the
accumulation chamber. The interface between the accumulation chamber and
the calibration table is built to minimize the gas leakage.
The apparatus is schematized in the figure.
The flow of gas incoming into the chamber is regulated by a precision mass flow
controller, based on laminar differential pressure measurement technology. The
stability and accuracy of the mass flow controller is fundamental for this test.
A thermometer and barometer are used to measure the barometric pressure

accumulation chamber conversion factor.
The imposed flux is finally compared to the ppm/sec response of the fluxmeter.
The same procudure is used to check the instrumental response to other gases
(hydrogen sulfide, methane, etc).
Such testing bench allows evaluating both accuracy and repeteability of the
system.
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and the air temperature during the experiment in order to select the correct

4.1

Quantifying the flux
How explained in chapter 3, the flux is proportional to the concentration increase ratio,
expressed in ppm/sec. The proportionality factor depends on the chamber
volume/surface ratio as well as the barometric pressure and the air temperature inside
the accumulation chamber.
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4.2

Gas concentration

C Soil

C Air
Time
Concentration increase ppm/sec
There are two methods to carry out the field work, in both cases for each measurement
you have to record the type of accumulation chamber used, the barometric pressure, and
the air temperature.
The variation of few mBar of the pressure and or few degrees of temperature do not
affect the evaluation of flux very much, then you can use a mean value for both
parameters. Of course that depends on the accuracy you want to reach for the evaluation
of flux.

The first measurements made with the accumulation chamber, years ago, was expressed
in cm/sec which is a speed, the speed of carbon dioxide flowing out from the soil. During
the last years several units have been used by volcanologist and by geochemistry
researchers. The most common unit is grams/squaremeter per day, but using the same
instrument for two gas species to express the flux using this unit means to have two
different conversion factors. Using the unit moles/squaremeter per day gives two
advantages: a single conversion factor for every gas specie and an easy conversion of
the flux in grams/sm per day simply multiplying the result expressed in moles/sm per
day for the molecular weight of the target gas.

!

From the [tools][settings] menu you can set the accumulation
chamber factor in the "A.c.K." field.
If this factor is set to 1 the instrument will give you results
expressed in ppm/sec, that's simply the slope of the curve in the
selected interval.
If you set the A.c.K to a value different from 1 the instrument will
give you the results expressed in moles per square meter per day.
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Choosing the flux measurement unit
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4.2

Quantifying the flux
Method 1: Measuring the slope
Set the Accumulation Chamber factor to 1 in order to have the flux measurement
expressed in the slope unit "ppm/sec" and translate it in the desired unit with a post
processing.
Using this method you can focus only on the accumulation chamber interfacing with the
soil, the flux curve shape and the other aspects of the sampling, putting off choosing the
correct accumulation chamber factor.

Method 2: Measuring the flux directly in moles/sm/day.
To get the results directly in moles/sm/day you have to set the Accumulation Chamber
factor to the correct value, gathering it from the tables.
For each measurement, if there are variations in the air temperature, or of the
barometric pressure, or if you changed the accumulation chamber you have to select the
[tools][settings] menu and put the correct accumulation chamber factor in the "A.c.K."
field. This operation can be "critical". In any case on the saved files you'll find the results
of flux evaluation expressed in both units , the raw ppm/sec and the moles/sm/day
computed with the A.c.K. you set.

The accumulation chamber factors
Here following the formula used to compute the A.c.K.:

K=

86400 P

10

6

R Tk

V
A

Where

!
!
!
!
!

P is the barometric pressure expressed in mBar (HPa)
R is the gas constant 0.08314510 bar L K-1 mol-1
Tk is the air temperature expressed in Kelvin degree
V is the chamber net volume in cubic meters
A is the chamber inlet net area in square meters.

In the table the conversion factors vs temperaure and barometric pressure
SCOUT accumulation chamber is reported.

for the

An example:
The slope of the flux curve is 2.5 ppm/sec, the barometric pressure is 1008 mBar (HPa)
and the air temperature is 22 °C.
From the table get the value that correspond to the barometric pressure and
temperature. In this case I get the value computed for 25°C and 1013 mBar : 0.672.
Then the flux is: 2.5 x 0.672= 1.68 moles per square meter per day.
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The dimensions of the A.c.K. are

0.526
0.514
0.501
0.488
0.476
0.463
0.450
0.438
0.425
0.413
0.400
0.387
0.375
0.362
0.349
0.337
0.324
0.311

0.535
0.522
0.509
0.496
0.483
0.471
0.458
0.445
0.432
0.419
0.406
0.394
0.381
0.368
0.355
0.342
0.329
0.316

0.544
0.531
0.517
0.504
0.491
0.478
0.465
0.452
0.439
0.426
0.413
0.400
0.387
0.374
0.361
0.348
0.335
0.322

0.553
0.539
0.526
0.513
0.500
0.486
0.473
0.460
0.447
0.433
0.420
0.407
0.393
0.380
0.367
0.354
0.340
0.327

0.562
0.549
0.535
0.522
0.508
0.495
0.481
0.468
0.454
0.441
0.427
0.414
0.400
0.387
0.373
0.360
0.346
0.333

0.572
0.558
0.544
0.531
0.517
0.503
0.490
0.476
0.462
0.448
0.435
0.421
0.407
0.393
0.380
0.366
0.352
0.338

0.582
0.568
0.554
0.540
0.526
0.512
0.498
0.484
0.470
0.456
0.442
0.428
0.414
0.400
0.386
0.372
0.358
0.344

0.592
0.578
0.564
0.550
0.536
0.521
0.507
0.493
0.479
0.464
0.450
0.436
0.422
0.408
0.393
0.379
0.365
0.351

0.603
0.589
0.574
0.560
0.545
0.531
0.516
0.502
0.487
0.473
0.458
0.444
0.429
0.415
0.401
0.386
0.372
0.357

0.600
0.585
0.570
0.556
0.541
0.526
0.511
0.497
0.482
0.467
0.452
0.437
0.423
0.408
0.393
0.378
0.364

0.611

0.596

0.581

0.566

0.551

0.536

0.521

0.506

0.491

0.476

0.461

0.446

0.431

0.416

0.401

0.386

0.371

0.623

0.608

0.592

0.577

0.562

0.546

0.531

0.516

0.500

0.485

0.470

0.454

0.439

0.424

0.408

0.393

0.378

0.635

0.620

0.604

0.588

0.573

0.557

0.542

0.526

0.510

0.495

0.479

0.463

0.448

0.432

0.417

0.401

0.385

813

793

773

753

733

713

693

673

653

633

613

593

573

553

533

513

493
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Chamber SCOUT factors

Barometric pressure [mBar]
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0.539

0.548

0.557

0.566

0.576

0.586

0.596

0.607

0.618

0.570

0.579

0.589

0.599

0.610

0.621

0.632

0.644

0.656

0.669

0.682

873
0.615

0.552

0.560

0.583

0.593

0.603

0.613

0.624

0.635

0.647

0.659

0.671

0.684

0.698

893
0.629

0.564

0.573

0.596

0.606

0.616

0.627

0.638

0.649

0.661

0.674

0.686

0.700

0.713

913

0.626

0.577

0.586

0.609

0.619

0.630

0.641

0.652

0.664

0.676

0.688

0.701

0.715

0.729

933

0.641

0.589

0.599

0.622

0.632

0.643

0.654

0.666

0.678

0.690

0.703

0.716

0.730

0.745

953

0.638

0.602

0.612

0.635

0.646

0.657

0.668

0.680

0.692

0.705

0.718

0.731

0.746

0.760

973

0.654

0.615

0.625

993

0.651

0.627

0.637

0.648

0.659

0.670

0.682

0.694

0.706

0.719

0.733

0.747

0.761

0.776

1013

0.667

0.640

0.650

0.661

0.672

0.684

0.695

0.708

0.720

0.734

0.747

0.762

0.776

0.792

833

0.653

0.663

0.674

0.685

0.697

0.709

0.722

0.735

0.748

0.762

0.777

0.792

0.807

1033

Volume:
Area:
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4.3

5.978*10-3 m3
3.140*10-2 m2
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5.1
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Components
Accumulation chamber

Pressure compensation valve
Accumulation chamber
Net volume: 5.978*10-3 m3
Base area:
3.140*10-2 m2

The accumulation chamber is the main part of your instrument.
The interfacing of the chamber with soil must be performed with great
attention.

RS 245-6089

Soil
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Once the chamber is placed on soil in the measuring site it has to be verified that
the rim is placed correctly on soil in order to avoid atmospheric air to enter the
chamber.
If necessary seal the external rim of the chamber with the soil, as shown in the
figure, carefully putting some earth around the rim.
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5.2

Accumulation chamber
The measuring site should be disturbed as litlle as possible. J.D.Rogie et al.
have demonstrated that if soil is disturbed, for example levelling the ground or
digging a hole in order to place the chamber, the flux condition varies in an
unpredictable way and takes a long time to stabilize again
On the contrary measures performed on the same site, trying to disturb the soil
as little as possible, shows a very good precision and repeatibility.
If you plan on sampling underground gas, first perform the flux measurement
and then the sampling.
The instrument has good resistance against sulfur gases, but in the case of high
concentration of hydrogen sulphide it is better to use a trap in the gas line.
Hydrogen sulphide is very aggressive and therefore we advise reducing to a
minimum the instrument (especially the palmtop) and operator exposure to
corrosive gases.
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Working in high gas emission areas take care of your safety: Do not
work alone and use a gas mask or take adequate precautions.
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Internal connection panel
RS485
IDC 10-pin male connector: Auxiliary digital sensors port.
RS232-A
DB9 female connector: Vaisala GMP343 port.
RS232-B
DB9 male connector: External BT
Connect here an optional emergency Bluetooth device, to be used in case of
fault of the internal BT.
BATTERY
4-pin male connector: Battery port.
POWER-A POWER-B PUMP
4-pin female connection: auxiliary power supply.
These three interchangeable connectors provides power supply to the pump and to
the Vaisala PC connection cable.

POWER-A / POWER-B / PUMP

BATTERY

RS232-B
RS232-A
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RS485
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External connection panel
RS485
Amphenol 7-pin male connector: Auxiliary digital sensors port.
RS232 / AUX POWER
Amphenol 7-pin female connector: auxiliary power supply and RS232 port.
This RS232 port can be used in place of the Bluetooth link, to run the FluxManager
software via wire.

RS 485
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RS 232 / AUX POWER

5.5
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Pump

Outlet

>
>
Inlet

PUMP male connector

1
4

2

PIN 1: 12.0 V
PIN 4: Ground

Pump specifications
Type: Diaphragm pgas sampling pump
Rated flow: 1000 SCCM (Standard cubic centimeter per minute)
Power supply 150 mA @ 12 Volts
Manufacturer #1 ASF THOMAS, Germany
ANR 50020972
Manufacturer #2 KNF, Germany
NMP 02067694

Pneumatic fittings diameter : 4 mm
In order to avoid unwanted variation of pumping flow due to power supply
the pump is supplied with a stabilized voltage regulator.
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5.6

Pump
Pump maintenance
The pump efficiency can be affected by deposits of dust or water. When
necessary it's possible to clean the pump:

!
!
!

Disassemble the pumping head.
Clean the diaphragm, the washer, and the valves using a compressed air
flow.
Reassemble the head.

Unscrew the 4 screws

>
>
Screws (4)
Pump head cover
Pump head gasket
Pump head
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Pump diaphragm

5.7
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Battery
Battery specifications
Type: WS14-4 Ni-MH Sealed maintenance-free
Nominal voltage: 14.4 Volts
Nominal capacity: 4.5 Ah
Nominal battery duration: 8 hours
10A internal fuse (not-resettable): protection against short circuit.
CAUTION
Do not cover up the battery or the charger while charging.
Charging instruction:
Charge the batteries after every use.

Battery mechanical specifications:
Size: 110 x 90 x 55 mm
Mass: 1100 grams
Connector: female 4 pin

3

1

WEST Systems

4

Pin1 : +14.4 V
Pin2: +14.4 V
Pin3: Ground
Pin4: Ground
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Battery charger
Model: Mascot 2215
Input: 100-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz max 0.9 A
Output: 1.5 A

The charger is started by connecting the battery pack to the charger.
The LED will be yellow before the fast charge starts and the LED changes
to orange.
When the batteries are fully charged, the charger will go into a top-off
charge mode before it goes over to trickle mode.
During top-off charge the LED will be green with short intermittent yellow
light. When the top-off charge is completed, the charger will go into
trickle charge mode and the LED will be green. The charge current is now
reduced to a safe level, which allows the charger to stay connected to the
batteries without damaging the batteries. However, trickle charge should
not exceed 24 hours.
In order to prevent current leakage current, it is recommended also that
the batteries are disconnected from the charger when it is the main (100240 VAC) is disconnected.

LED

MODE

Yellow

Battery not connected

Yellow

Battery initialization and analysis

Orange

Fast charge

Green with intermittent
yellow flash

Top-off charge

Green

Trickle charge

Alternating
orange/green

Error: replace battery
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The following table resume all the possibile LED status.

Introduction
The GMP343 is a silicon-based non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) sensor,
manufactured by Vaisala.
It is a single-Beam, dual-Wavelenght gas analyzer. The CO2 measurement
range can be configured by the user, from 0-1000 ppm up to 0-2%.
The main specifications are reported below.
Accuracy (excluding noise) at 25°C and 1013 hPa after factory calibration with
0.5% accurate gases with different range options:
0 … 1000 ppm

±(3 ppm CO2 + 1% of reading)

0 … 2000 ppm – 0 … 2%*

±(5 ppm CO2 + 2% of reading)

*Accuracy below 200 ppm CO2 not specified for 2% range option
Noise (repeatability) at 370 ppm (CO2)
With no output averaging:

±3 ppm CO2

With 30s output averaging: ±1 ppm CO2
Short term stability (up to 6 hours) at 370 ppm CO2:

±1 ppm CO2

Long term stability
In easy operating conditions:

±2% of reading*/year

In moderate operating conditions: ±2% of reading*/6 months
In harsh operating conditions:

±2% of reading*/3 months

*Always at least ±10 ppm CO2

WEST Systems

Pressure compensation range: from 700 to 1300 mBar

6.1
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Vaisala GMP343 Carbon dioxide detector
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6.2

Vaisala GMP343 CO2 Detector
The GMP343 is equipped with an 8-pin M12 connector which provides power
supply, analog output and a serial port for communication (RS232).
The wiring is explained in the following diagram.
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Vaisala GMP343 CO2 Detecto

Changing the Vaisala GMP343 measurement range
In case the measurement range is not well fitted to the magnitude of the soil
emission, you could have one of the following scenarios:
- Range too wide: you can't appreciate the carbon dioxide concentration
variations because masked by the "noise". In this case you've to decrease the
full scale value.
- Range too short: the CO2 concentration inside the chamber exceeds the full
scale of the detector so you have a saturation of the signal. In this case you've
got to increase the full scale value;
In both scenarios it's preferable to modify the measurement range.
With GMP343 it's possible to set the range to one of the following values:
0-1000 ppm
0-2000 ppm
0-3000 ppm
0-4000 ppm
0-5000 ppm
0-2% (default)
To modify the measurement range you'll need:
- A PC/laptop with a RS232 port (or usb adapter)
- The Vaisala PC connection cable (DB9 to M11 adapter).
Please refer to Vaisala user guide for instructions (chapter 4).
Remember: the following commands will be necessary:
“RANGE“: to modify the range
“SAVE“: the save the modification to the sensor memory (EEPROM) and make it
avaiable after the next sensor power on.

Vaisala PC connection cable

WEST Systems

The Vaisala PC connection cable is furnished by West Systems. It is necessary
for connecting a PC directly to the GMP343: in order to perform maintenance
operation such as changing the measurement range and calibrating. Wiring
diagram:
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Vaisala GMP343 CO2 Detector
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Vaisala GMP343 CO2 Detector
This cable provides both power supply and serial signals to the GMP343.
Order code is ASTVCC00.

M12-8 pin:
Connect to
GMP343

DB9:
M12-4 pin:
Connect to
PowerB

Connect to
Laptop/PC

Power B connector

WEST Systems

GMP343 connector

Calibration general discussion
The subjects regarding calibration of your portable instrument for the
measurement of diffuse flux will be discussed in this chapter.
As explained previously in Chapter 4 the flux measurement is proportional to
the slope of the concentration curve versus time. The proportionality factor
depends on the volume/surface ratio of the accumulation chamber used for the
measurement, as well as the barometric pressure and air temperature at the
moment of sampling.
The most important aspect to understand is that the flux is proportional to the
gradient of concentration over time: ppm/second.
This aspect allows us to simplify the control of the response of the gas sensors
being used.
Each time a measurement campaign is initiated the instrumental response of
the gas sensors must be verified and, if necessary, their calibration fine tuned.
To simplify the explanation see the following example:

Calibration of GMP343
Before verifying the calibration turn on the instrument and leave it on for a
minimum of 10 minutes.
Step1: Verifying the zero:
Inject a flow of nitrogen, or synthetic air, into the instrument and on the palmtop
screen read the concentration of carbon dioxide. Obviously, it is important that
the injected mixture not contain carbon dioxide. In the absence of a standard
mixture with these characteristics you can intake atmospheric air, as long as it is
outside the area of abnormal emissions, and taking into consideration a
standard value of 380 ppm for carbon dioxide.
The method for injecting standard gas mixtures is explained in detail in the
following pages.
Step2: Verification of the span:
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Inject a standard mixture containing approximately 1% (10,000 ppm) of
carbon dioxide and check the response of the instrument.
Let's suppose that the check performed gave the following results:
Injecting a mixture at zero concentration of carbon dioxide the CO2 detector
returns a reading of 10 ppm.
Injecting a mixture containing a 10,000 ppm concentration of carbon dioxide
the CO2 detector returns a reading of 9940 ppm.
At a variation of concentration set at 10,000 ppm the instrument has a slightly
different response: 9930 ppm (=9940-10 ppm). The evaluation error is of about
70 ppm, which in percentage points over the span corresponds to 0.6% less.
The error in evaluating the increment in concentration manifests as a
systematic error in the evaluation of flux and, therefore, must be corrected
by calibrating the instruments when it is too high (> 5%).
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Vaisala GMP343 CO2 Detector
What you need to calibrate the GMP343
!
!
!
!
!
!

A laptop with a RS232 serial port (or USB adapter)
The Vaisala PC connection cable, furnished by West Systems;
A cylinder of nitrogen or CO2-free mixture, or a CO2 trap.
A cylinder of standard mixture of a known concentration of carbon dioxide *
Two Tedlar gas sampling bags, of 5 or 10 liters capacity
A flow meter able to measure up to 2000 cubic centimeter per minute (not
strictly necessary);

* The carbon dioxide concentration should be between 50% and 95% of the
detector measurement range. If the full scale value of detector is set to 20,000
ppm, you can use a standard with a concentration of CO2 between 10,000 and
19,000 ppm. If the concentration is less than the 50% of the full scale value you will
increase the calibration error.
If the full scale of the detector is 1,000 ppm, you can use a standard with
concentration of CO2 between 500 and 950 ppm.

How to perform a calibration of the analyzer
1) Prepare the sampling bags (Tedlar or equivalent).
Fill the first bag with nitrogen (gas reference 1) and the second with the CO2
mixture (gas reference 2).
We suggest using the sampling bags, instead of flowing directly the gas from the
cylinder to the detector, because is this way the calibration conditions and the
sampling conditions are exactly the same. Using the pump in both cases
guarantees that the calibration takes place with the same pressure and flow.
When requested by the Vaisala calibration procedure ("Measurements in reference
gases", point 4) , you’ll have to connect the sampling bag to the Vaisala INLET.
Calibration gas is clean so you can choose whether to leave the filter inserted or not.
Connect the sampling bag as show in the following picture (the chamber is hidden
for illustration purpose).
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Tedlar bag

2) Open the fluxmeter case and disconnect the Vaisala GMP343 cable (orange
cable).
3) Connect the adapter cable ASTVCC00 as shown at page 7.4.

The M12 4 pin connector must be connected to the Power B socket, located in
the internal connectors panel of the fluxmeter. This connection provides power
supply to the GMP343.
The DB9 connector must be plugged to the serial port of the laptop (usually
provided by an USB-to-RS232 adapter).
4) Once connected, start a terminal on the laptop with the following settings:
Baudrate: 9600
Parity: No
Data bits: 8
Stop bits: 1
Flow Control: None
5) Power on the fluxmeter. Start the FluxManager software on the palmtop and
start a measurement in order to switch on the pump. You shoud receive the
Vaisala startup string on the terminal. If not, check the connections.
Remember: the Vaisala is powered through the pump power supply so it won’t
switch on until you start the pump with FluxManager start command.
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6) At this point the setup is complete. Follow the detailed instructions provided
by the Vaisala GMP343 user guide (chapter 5: Calibration). The same paragraph
is reported below:
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Troubleshooting
A) Power supply related problems
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7.1

The FluxMeter does not turn On:
If the LED light on the On/Off button does not become green:
!
Is the battery pack properly plugged into the instrument? Check if
the connector is completely inserted into the socket.
!
Is the battery pack charged?

Hints
!
!
!

A charged battery's voltage must be more than 14.4 Volts.
NiMH batteries can be recharged in any charge status. They do not
have "memory effect".
The LED light on the power button is flashing green/red: This means
that the battery charge status is LOW.

B) Communication problems
Message: Connection failed / not connected
Fluxmanager cannot communicate with the instrument. The cause could be
one of the following:
!
The communication port selected in FluxManager is not the correct
one;
!
The bluetooth of the palmtop is OFF;
!
The fluxmeter is OFF;
!
The distance between the instrument and the palmtop exceed the
Bluetooth range.
If everything turns out to be ok, one of the Bluetooth modules
(fluxmeter or palmtop) could be stuck. Please try the following
operations, checking if the problem is solved after each step.
1) Reset the palmtop by pressing the reset button with the stylus. If the
palmtop does not reset, remove the battery in the rear and insert back
again.

3) Reset the connection between the palmtop and the fluxmeter:
- Access to the Bluetooth settings page.
- Remove the outgoing port linked with the fluxmeter.
- Remove the fluxmeter from the list of paired device.
- Start a new search and pair again with the fluxmeter.
- Create a new outgoing port.
The steps described above could slightly differ on different version of the
operating system. For accurate instructions, please refer to the palmtop
manual or write to support@westsystems.com.
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2) Switch off the fluxmeter, wait 10 seconds and turn it on it again.
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Troubleshooting
C) Sensor list not complete
When starting FluxManager, the list of connected sensor is not
complete: some parameters (CO2, temperature, pressure, battery)
are missing.
FluxManager could have removed a sensor due to a shoutdown caused by a
low battery voltage.

Hints
Make sure the battery are fully charged.
Restart FluxManager and execute a rescan of the RS485 sensor chain: menu
Tools - Rescan. In this way FluxManager scan all the possible addresses
updating the sensor list which is maintained on its memory.

Please report all problems that you encounter in using this device to us.
This will help us to improve our instrument as well as customer support.
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e-mail to: support@westsystems.com

Software FluxRevision
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FluxRevision is the software that allows to quickly elaborate a large number of
files created by FluxManager. FluxRevision runs on Microsoft Windows operating
systems; the Microsoft .NET framework is required on the machine (it is
installed by default on all machines with Microsoft XP SP3 operating system or
newer.
There are two ways to download the FluxManager files from the PDA to a
personal computer:
-

-

Remove the microSD card from the handheld computer; insert the
microSD into the SD adapter (furnished by West Systems inside the PDA
box). Connect the SD card to the PC using a card reader.
Plug the handheld computer to the PC using the USB cable. The Windows
Mobile Device Center will automatically start on the PC and will allow to
navigate into the PDA directories. Go to the path \My
Documents\FluxManagerFiles and copy the files to the PC.
Note: For Windows XP (or older) computer, Windows Mobile Device
Center is not available. Install Microsoft Activesync instead.

To estimate the flux from the slope of the regression line, the application will
need to know the following parameters (see chapter 4 for details):
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-

Air temperature
Barometric pressure
Volume of the accumulation chamber

If the barometric pressure is missing (because you don't have a pressure probe
inside the fluxmeter and you didn't manually inserted the value in the
FluxManager saving window), but the fluxmeter of the PDA is equipped with a
GPS antenna, FluxRevision can estimate the pressure from the elevation (of
course this calculation can't be as accurate as having a sensor). The window
displayed below allows to select whether or not FluxRevision should estimate
the pressure.
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Once you have the files in the PC, start the FluxRevision application. In the first
instance you'll be ask to select the folder where you have the files to be
examinated. The folder you select will be proposed the next time you start the
software. Select the folder and press OK. If there are valid files, the application
will start to parse the data.

Portable Flux Meter

Note: we strongly advise to maintain a copy of the raw data (the files which have
been written by FluxManager) and work with FluxRevision on a second copy.
Every editing to the regression interval (see following pages) will overwrite the
left and right limits selected on the field with FluxManager.

If some files are missing environmental parameters, you'll see the window
above appear.
In order to correctly estimate the flux from the ppm/sec samples, you need to
select the accumulation chamber which has been used (A, B or C).
The window above displays the type of chamber which have been selected
during the sampling, in the FluxManager software, and that have been written in
the text files.
If the files present more than one chamber type, an asterisk is displayed near
the chamber type text box.
If you have actually used two different chambers in the same campaign, you
need to separate the text files and process it separately.
Instead, if the chamber type was selected by error when saving the file in
FluxManager, select the correct the type that was actually used and select
Replace with this value.

!

When using the the SCOUT fluxmeter, you need to select the
accumulation chamber type SCOUT (as in the picture) and select
Replace with this value. Otherwise the ACK calculation, hence the
conversion of the flux to moles/m2/day will be wrong.

In order to set the barometric pressure or the temperature in the measures that
are missing this parameter, replace the default values (1013 mBar and 20°C)
and press OK. If the “Apply to all analysis” box is checked, the parameters in the
measures that already had them will be overwritten.

Portable Flux Meter

Software FluxRevision
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8.3

Folder: The folder that
contains the measure files.
Curve: You can choose the
currently displayed gas specie.
Changing the specie has the
effect to display the ErrQ and
the Flux on the list. So the filter
and the sorting of the list will
refer to the selected specie.

Create report: Allows to
create the report file. See
the paragraph for details.
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Create KML: If the files
contain GPS data, will be
generated a KML file, just
to have a quick
representation of the
spatial distribution of
measure points. The file
can be opened with a GIS
or Google Earth.

Filter Records: This box allows
filtering the measures in the list.
The measures excluded from the
filter will however be present in
the report file.

Auto Regression: this will
automatically determine the
best time interval to calculate
the linear regression, according
to the following algorithms:
- Best Slope: the interval which
determines the highest slope
is chosen.
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- Best Errq: the interval which
determines the highest Errq is
chosen.
- Best Product: the algorithm
looks for a good compromise
between

the

2

previous

parameters.

First..Last: Navigates the
measure list. You can sort the
measures by clicking on the
column header.

Point: it's the value you inserted in the “Point” field in
the FluxManager saving window. By default it's
numerical and auto incremental but you can insert
also words.
Sampling date: it's the date and the time the
measure was performed. Warning: this information is
taken from the PDA clock so check it before to start the
analysis' sequence.
Revision date: it's the date and time the measure
was edited (with FluxRevision) by modifying left and
right limits of flux interpolation and then modifying
the value of the flux.
ErrQ: it's the value referred to the currently displayed
gas specie. For example select Errq <= 0.9 to evaluate
if there are curves with a bad linear interpolation.
Flux: it's the value referred to the currently displayed
gas specie.
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ErrQ and Flux: Entering a value
in these 2 boxes will exclude the
measures with Flux or Errq
higher or lower than the inserted
threshold. Pressing the >=
button will invert the sign.

Portable Flux Meter

Never revised: Checking this
box, the list will contain only the
measures that have never been
revised (with no revision date).
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Software FluxRevision
Once all the files are parsed, you'll see the measures in the list of the left.
Selecting an item in the list or pressing one of the navigate buttons, the flux
curves are displayed. Like in FluxManager, are displayed the graphs of the
sensors with TRACK=ON. They are usually the gas sensors.
The window is composed by 3 panels:
- The graph: time vs. gas concentration. Clicking with the middle mouse
button, the X and Y value will be shown. Clicking with the right mouse
buttons, it will be possible to export the plot as a JPEG image file, export
to a TXT or CSV file, or to perform an automatic regression, choosing
between the Best Slope, Best Errq or Best Product alorithms, in the same
way as the Auto Regression work. , but only for this file).
- The control panel, composed by Scale panel and Regression panel.
- The information box, which contains additional information about the
measure point.

the whole range.
The red points are used to calculate the interpolation line (therefore the flux); the
green ones are ignored. To modify the interpolation time interval, move the left
and right limits with the mouse left button. As you leave the button, the line is
automatically recomputed and drawn: you will see the labels Slope, Flux, ErrQ,
Left Limit, Right limit change. As you decide the interval is correct, click the Save
to File button.
Warning: as you leave the file you’re working on, the modification on the left and
right limit (hence the value of flux and errq for the selected gas) is saved on the
text file, overwriting the previous values.
By saving, the file of that measure will be updated, and the interval you chose in
the PDA with FluxManager will be overwritten. The column Revision date on the
left panel is also updated with the current date.
You will see also the field Revision date in the list will be updated with the current
time.
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The scale panel allows to scale the Y axis of the plot. The Custom button permits
to view only concentration interval. Then press the Auto or View All to restore

Software FluxRevision
Report file
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The report file is a table where each row corresponds to a measure point.
The number of the columns is variable, since the 3 red fields are repeated
for every sensor with TRACK=ON. The fields are the following:
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The report file is a text file, the fields are separated by the TAB character,
so the file can be easily opened with a spreadsheet application.

Portable Flux Meter

DATE
TIME
SITE
POINT
LONGITUDE
LATITUDE
UTM ZONE
UTM LONGITUDE
UTM LATITUDE
ELEVATION
NOTE
PRESSURE (Hpa)
AIR TEMPERATURE (°C)
SOIL TEMPERATURE (°C)
SOIL RELATIVE HUMIDITY (%)
ACCUMULATION CHAMBER
ACK
SLOPE [ppm/s]
FLUX [mol/mq/day]
ERRQ
FILENAME
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-
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If you'd like to have your paper(s) reported here please send us the
paper abstract and we'll include it in the next releases. Thanks.
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The palmtop
West Systems provides the portable fluxmeter with a Windows Mobile-based
palmtop PC / smartphone, which takes care of the data acquisition, visualization
and storage.
The brand and model of the device may vary; for specifications and model
specific instructions please refer to the palmtop manual, provided in the
package.
The instructions described in this chapter apply to all Windows Mobile based
devices.
The palmtop is shipped by West Systems with the following configurations:
!
The software FluxManager is pre-installed on the device and available
through the Start menu.
!
The is already paired with the SCOUT fluxmeter is shipped with. The
serial number of the SCOUT (WSxxxx) is visible among the paired device in the
Bluetooth settings menu.
!
A microSD card is installed in the palmtop. The card contains a backup
copy of the FluxManager software.
Please note that the microSD is also used by FluxManager: when saving each
measure, a double copy of the the file is saved, both in the palmtop memory
(path \\My Documents\FluxManagerFiles) and in the microSD (path
\\BACKUP_FluxManagerFiles).
!
A microSD/SD adapter is provided and included in the palmtop box. The
adapter can be used to plug the microSD into a standard SD card reader
(available on most laptop).
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The connection between the palmtop and the fluxmeter uses a Bluetooth link.
It allows the wireless management of the portable fluxmeter. A Bluetooth RS232
adapter is embedded into the fluxmeter and connected to the palmtop via radio.
The operating range is up to 10 meters.
The palmtop is also equipped with a GPS receiver (accuracy 2-5 meters) which is
used by FluxManager which will automatically geotag the flux measurement
files. There is no need to configure the GPS receiver, it will be automatically
recognized by FluxManager.
The output of the palmtop GPS uses the WGS84 coordinate system and cannot
be configured otherwise. Using the provided software FluxRevision it’s possible
to convert later the data to UTM system.
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FluxManager installation
FluxManager comes already installed into the palmtop. In case you need to
migrate to a new palmtop, follow the steps described below.

Storage card based installation
1- Copy the FluxManager.exe to a microSD card, or use the microSD
provided by West Systems which already contains the software.
2- On the PDA: press the Start button and then Programs. Run File Explorer.
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3- Navigate to Storage card.

FluxManager installation

4- Copy FluxManager.exe by holding the stylus on the file for few seconds.
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5- Navigate to My Device, then to the path \Windows\Start Menu.
6- Hold the stylus in the white area and as the popup appears press Paste.

From now on the executables files you just copied will appear when pressing
the Start Menu of the PDA.
The installation is now complete.
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FluxManager installation
Configuring the Bluetooth connection
Note: the palmtop Bluetooth comes already configured for communication with
the SCOUT fluxmeter. Follow the guide only for new installations or for reestabilishing the connection after a reset.
To setup the communication between the PDA and the fluxmeter:
1- Switch on the fluxmeter. Make sure Bluetooth is ON.
2- Switch on the palmtop. Once the Windows Mobile main page displays,
press Start and select Settings. Select Bluetooth.
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3- Go to Devices tab and check if the serial number of your fluxmeter is
present (e.g. WS0829 in the picture below

FluxManager installation
If it's displayed, go forward to point 4. If it's not, click Add new device…
to start a Bluetooth search.
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Select the serial number of your fluxmeter and insert the password 1234
in order to proceed with the pairing.
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Bluetooth communication
Press Done. Now the instrument is paired, you can see it in the list Devices
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4- Go to the COM Ports tab and press New Outgoing Port.

Bluetooth communication
Select your fluxmeter serial number; in the next screen select an
available port, for example COM1. If it is already occupied, select another
one until a free port is found.
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Press Finish. Now the port (COM2 in the example) has been created.
Press Start and launch FluxManager.
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Bluetooth communication
5- Once started, it will attempt to estabilish a connection with the fluxmeter
using the previous setting. Wait for the connection to fail. Click Tools and
then Settings. Input the newly created port into the field Main Comm
Port.
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Press File, Connect. Now you're ready to perform a measurement.
Refer to chapter 2: FluxManager.
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